
EBU Tournament Review

Event: Bridge Overseas Budapest Date: 01.02.18 Venue: Hilton, Budapest

TD's: David Jones, Neil Morley, 

Congress Manager Peter Jordan

Did you enjoy the event?

Very much 44 Yes 1 No 0

In principle how likely are you to enter this event again (assuming same format etc)

Definitely would 35 Probably 8 Unlikely 2 Not 0

Reasons for would not:

Please mark only the aspect of the event which were 'excellent' and those which 'require

improvement'

Excellent Improvement

38 Venue 2

39 Playing conditions 4

31 Schedule 6

32 Competition format 5

40 Directors/Organisation 0

32 Catering/refreshments 3

34 Pre-congress service 0

Would you have preferred (choose any which apply):

Earlier start 3 Earlier finish 1 Longer intervals 0

Later start 2 Later finish 0 Shorter intervals 3

Total Returns 45

Number of attendees 61

Do you plan on attending congress in Andalucia in October 2018?

Yes No Maybe

15 8 11

Do you prefer a city or resort venue for February congress?

Yes No Maybe

19 3 8

Comments

New timetable was great x7

Would have been good if tea/coffee was provided in breaks x5

Very noisy playing area - next to building site x4

Brilliant congress - very friendly x4

Expensive venue - may have put some people off attending x3

Excellent venue for a city break x3

Excellent staff as usual - very calm and efficient x2

Too many teams sessions x2

With B&B only was concerned about the catering but lots of excellent restaurants.  It all 

worked out really well x2

Would have liked to have played slightly more bridge x2



A later start in afternoons to fit in more sightseeing in the morning x2

A shame the free day was Monday as lots of the museums were closed then x1

Perhaps better if the night out was not the last night as had an early start in

the morning for the flight home x1

Would only consider future city breaks in a warmer location, Athens would be fine x1

Play another Swiss rather than Pivot x1

Have an earlier start on days with free evening so can fit in a show x1

With only 15 tables perhaps the schedule should have been amended x1

Prefer the option of DB&B at hotel x1

Undecided about 1.00 starts - feel it would work better in a warmer city when can go

sightseeing at 9.00am x1

Prefer 3 matches in the afternoon followed by 2 matches x1


